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Action	Plan	

1.  Decide	to	apply	
2.  Prepare	your	application	
3.  Just	Do	it!	
	



Very	important	tip!	Big	secret	for	success!	
•  Keep	regular	and	detailed	track	of	your	achievements.		

• Whenever	you	have	some	career	activity,	no	matter	how	small,	write	it	
down	(noting	the	date).		

•  Publication,	seminar,	admin	project	you	lead	etc.	record	everything.		

•  At	the	end	of	each	month,	or	more	frequently,	review	and	add	to	your	list.		

•  Not	only	you	will	feel	good,	but	also	you	can	have	a	sense	of	when	you	are	
ready	to	apply	for	promotion.		

•  Good	resource	to	update	your	cv,	prepare	promotion	application,	grant	
application	etc.		

•  Useful	tool:	google	keep	





1. First and most importantly, learn the promotion procedure.  
• When are application deadlines? 

•  You need at least 1 year to prepare yourself, and 3 months to prepare application.  

•   How often can you apply? 
•   Every year? Every other year? 

• What documents are needed? 

•  How do they evaluate success?  

 



How	does	your	uni	evaluate	success?	
•  Last	5	years	or	all	time	achievements?	

•  Do	they	count	just	research?	

•  You	need	to	be	strategic.		

•  Research,	admin,	teaching,	professional	activities,	community	outreach?	

•  Are	they	weights?	Scoring	system?	

•  Is	there	interview?	



Score	system	

teaching	 research	 admin	 Total	score	

0.4	 0.4	 0.2	

7	 10	 5	

0.4*8=2.8	 0.4*10=4	 0.2*5=1	 =7.8	

Passing	score=8	
	
Be	strategic!	

-are	weights	fixed	or	self-nominated?	
	



How	to	decide?	
1. when you know how your uni evaluates success, write down your 

achievements. Make a table.  

2. compare your achievements with others in the upper academic level in 
your and other unis. 

3. Read sample applications.   

4. Talk to your HoS 

5. Talk to other senior staff you trust 

6.  If not ready yet, estimate a timeline. What do you need to achieve so 
you will be ready? Can you be ready before submission deadline? 

7. Make an action plan and schedule. When can you achieve what? 



Research	 Teaching	 Admin	 Professional	 Community		

publications	 Numbers,	Rank,	
impact	factor,	
citation		

selts	 Committee/co-
ordinator	roles	

Membership	or	
executive	roles	
in	prof	societies	

Outreach	
activities,		

grants	 Amount,	
category,	aim/
impact	

Variety	of	
courses	
designed,	
delivered	

Did	you	lead	any	
degree	
development,	
new	initiatives	
for	school	etc?	

Refereeing	in	
top	journals,	
editor/co-editor	
etc	

student	
recruitment,	
highschool	visits	

Leadership	in	
research	

Leading	
research	in	a	
topic/field,		
Invited	talks	
Supervision	
Interdisciplinary	
impact	
Policy	impact,	
community	
engagement	

Teaching	
awards,		
	
Teaching	
innovations	

Working	groups,	
community	of	
practice	
membership	

Conference/
workshop/
session	
organization	
	
Advancement	of	
your	discipline		
	

Public	panels	
	
Media	pieces	
	
	

Evidence	of	achievements	



What	level	are	you	applying	for?	

•  Level	C?		
•  You	may	need	referee	reports,	you	may	not	need	to	provide	evidence	for	
each	category.		

•  Level	D?	
•  Leadership!!!	More	categories.	

•  Level	E?	
• More	leadership	,	prominence	in	your	field,	big	grants	



university	 Name	of	academic		 #	of	A*	publications	in	
last	5	years	

#	of	A	publications	

yourself	 5	 3	

Uni.	A	 …..	 4	 2	

Uni.	A	 3	 5	

Uni.	B	 6	 0	

Uni.	C	 Chair	,	eminent	
professor	etc.		

10		

•  Suppose	you	are	applying	for	level	D	
•  Perhaps,	publication	rate	in	your	field	is	not	frequent	
•  Compare	yourself	to	other	level	Ds	in	your	field	
•  If	it	helps,	compare	yourself	to	level	Es	as	well	
•  Not	only	total	numbers,	but	ranks	matter	
•  Maybe	some	one	publishes	more	than	you.	Emphasize	that	
person	is	very	senior,	top	name	in	field	etc.		



Make an action plan and schedule. 	
Issues/Skills	Critical	to	Gaining	My	Next	
Promotion	(Publications,	grants,	recognition	
in	the	field,		gaps	in	CV,	job	challenges,	
missing	skills,	etc.)	

Development	Action	Items	 Due	date	

1	

2							More	professional	activities	 Conference	program	
committee	

2020	

3								publications	 2	A/A*	 By	2021	

4	

5 



Who	is	in	the	promotion	committee?	

•  Faculty	members?	

•  Or	university	level	committee?	

•  People	from	other	departments	may	not	be	able	to	judge	our	publications	
properly!	(number	of	publications,	rank	of	journals,	number	of	coauthors)	

•  Provide	a	comparison	table!	



Big	Decision	

•  Once	you	know	the	requirements	for	promotion,		

• made	your	achievement	comparison,		

•  talked	with	HoS,		

•  decide	to	apply	or	decide	when	to	apply/what	you	need	more	to	apply	next	
round	



	Learn	what	documents	are	needed.	How	many	pages	for	each?	

-  Essay	on	evidence	of		achievements?	(say	6	pages	of	writing,	what	sections	are	
there?)	

-  Course	evaluations	(e.g.,	2	courses	in	last	5	years?)	
-  Publication	list	(timeframe,	journal	ranks,	citations	etc)	

-  Cv		(how	many	pages?	Timeframe?)	

-  Teaching	portfolio	(how	many	pages?	How	many	years	covered?	What	sections	you	
will	provide?)	

-  Recommendation	letters	(how	many?	Do	you	provide,	or	does	HoS	suggest?)	

- What	else	
	



Start	with:	

-  Publication	list	
-  Course	evaluations	
-  Cv		
-  Essay	on	evidence	of		achievements	(needs	careful	thinking!)	

-  Teaching	portfolio	(takes	long	to	prepare!)	
-  Recommendation	letters	

- What	else	(special	consideration?)	
	



 
 Gather and Present your evidence 

Use your google keep J  

Think and think again! 

It is not enough to state “I am a member of  this committee, I published # papers” etc. 
You need to explain its impact, your leadership, provide a narrative! 

Within each admin or professional role, what specific tasks did you do, what projects 
did you lead? What initiatives did you have? What was the impact for school/uni? 

How does your research help the advancement of  knowledge in your field, have 
social or policy impact etc? 

Explain! 

Provide evidence.  

It is not enough to say you are a leading researcher in your field. You need to provide 
+ evidence to support your statements.  

 



 
 Writing Tips 

•  Provide a theme for your application. Is there a theme that connects your research/
teaching/professional activities etc? 

•  Don’t write the same thing in different sections. Don’t repeat yourself! 

•  Page number and font limitations!  

•  Be clear, easy to read. Break sentences. 

•  Use bold letters for important sentences.  

•  Use bullet points, headlines, organize your application.  

•  If  applying for D/E, LEADERSHIP is the key word! Emphasize it ! 

•  Organize your CV according to application sections! 

•  Once you are happy with your application, give it to others for proof  reading/
comments! 



1.  Deadlines	are	strict	
2.  	Obey	page	and	font	restrictions	

3.  Give	some	time	to	obtain	HoS	support	letter,	necessary	signatures,	
recommendation	letters	etc.		

4. You	may	be	eligible	for	special	considerations	(maternity	leave,	sickness	
interruptions,	part	time	status	etc).	If	you	need	to	apply	for	special	
considerations,	do	not	leave	it	to	the	last	minute.		

	



	
1.  Waiting	process	
2. Outcome	

a)  Successful	outcome:	celebrations		

Share	your	news	

Mentor/help	others	next	year	
	

b)	If	not	successful:		
Get	feedback	

Keep	positive	

Apply	again		

	

	



• While	you	make	your	decision	to	apply,	or	during	preparing	your	application,	
your	“lizard		brain”	will	tell	you	,	“you	are	not	good	enough”.	

•  This	lizard	will	keep	nagging	you	after	you	submit	your	application,	during	
the	waiting	process.		

•  If	your	application	is	not	successful,	“lizard”	will	laugh	at	you,	“I	told	you		
were	not		ready,	you	will	never	be	promoted.	Don’t	try	again”	

•  How	to	deal	with	this	“lizard	brain”	that	exists	in	each	of	us?	



•  The	Lizard	Brain	or	“amygdala”	is	a	physical	part	of	your	brain		
•  it	feels	responsible	for	your	survival	by	causing	fear,	enabling	you	to	attack,	and	

pushing	you	to	reproduce.		
•  Another	name	for	the	Lizard	Brain	is	“Resistance.”	It	wants	to	limit	your	exposure	to	

anything	new	like	your	growth,	development	and	risk-taking.		
•  Playing	big	in	the	world	is	dangerous.	So	lizard	voice	wants	to	stop	you		.		
•  -You	are	not	good	enough	
•  -You	haven't	earned	your	place	to	be	here	
•  -you	are	not	qualified	yet	
•  -they	know	you	are	not	good	enough	



	Identify	the	character	of	the	lizard	voice.	How	does	
it	look	like?		

This	voice/character	is	something	apart	from	you.		

Think	of	it	like	a	ghost	whispering	negative	things	to	
stop	you	shining.		

Separate	yourself	from	this.	It	is	not	part	of	you.		
Detach	from	the	lizard.		

1.	Detach	from	the	lizard	



•  IS	this	thought	helpful?	
•  	Does	it	serve	me	or	not?		

•  Is	it	possible	this	thought	is	not	true?	
•  Look	around	you.	Does	everyone	who	are	in	a	
high	position	deserving	of	that	position	
according	to	the	criteria	you	apply	to	yourself?		

• Write	a	promotion	story	for	yourself.	As	if	you	
are	defending	another	person,	and	marketing	
their	achievements.		

2.	Lizard	thoughts?	



•  How	does	this	thought	make	me	feel?	

•  How	do	I	want	to	feel?		

•  Just	stop	the	lizard	thought.	Just	stop	
•  Breathe!	
•  Replace	the	lizard	thought	with	a	vision	that	
gives	you	your	desired	feeling.	

2..	Lizard	thoughts?	



•  	Imagine	this	person's	face		

•  	what	he/she	tells	you?	

•  -stop	worrying	

•  -you	are	already	enough	
•  -be	proud	of	yourself	
•  -anything	can	be	improved.		

.		

3.	Who	is	your	grounding	voice?	



•  Everyday,	even	for	15	minutes,	have	an	alone	time	just	to	relax	&	recharge!	

•  Commit	to	not	work	on	weekends/after	5	pm	etc.	You	need	to	recharge.	

•  You	have	a	budget	constraint:	your	energy!	


